Announcements 3/31

• Read Salzberg et al (1998)
  – Interpolated Markov models
• Read sections 3.4, 3.5 in Durbin et al textbook

• HW3 will be released today
  – Due in 2 weeks on Thurs April 14
• Project progress report
  – Due date delayed to Fri April 15
  – Guidelines coming early next week
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• Seminars of interest:
  – Thurs Mar 31 at 4:45 PM, Biotechnology Center Auditorium
    • Matthew MacGilvray, UW-Madison
    • “The Salt-Activated Signaling Network In Yeast Reveals Novel Pathway Interactions”
  – Tues Apr 5 at 4:00 PM, Biotechnology Center Auditorium
    • Peter Muir, UW-Madison
    • “Man’s Best Friend: Dogs and Complex Trait GWAS”
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• Event of interest
  – qbio2016: Ed Lightfoot Symposium
    • April 7 and 8
    • Excellent talks in quantitative and systems biology
    • Registration and schedule